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Abstract
Security in Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET) is one of the major challenging topics and the secure key
interchange between two legitimate vehicles is an important issue. The multi-environment of VANET has
been exploited to extract the secret key and employed security services in VANET. However, it offered more
excellence randomness owed to fading, noise multi-path, and velocity difference. Some of the factors like
Bit-rate, complication and memory requests are reduced by using a process known as quantization. This
paper proposes a new quantization method to extract the secret key for vehicular communications that uses
a lossy quantizer in combination with information reconciliation and privacy amplification. Our work focuses
on the quantization phase for the secret generation procedure. The comprehensive simulations display the
propose method increases the zone and number of the quantization levels to utilize the maximum number
of measurements to reduce reasonably the wasted measurements.
Keywords:
Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks, key Extraction, Mobile Ad hoc Networks, Quantization, RSS.
difference is that the mobile routers that structure

1. Introduction

the network are cars [1]. Recently, (VANETs) have
Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET) is a technology that collects the competencies of new wireless networks with vehicles.

It supports various

number of applications in the vehicular environment.

It is a kind of Mobile Ad hoc Networks

(MANETs) that uses vehicles as nodes. The key

developed and became very popular, because it has
a great role in improving road safety, which is one
of its most important goals, therefore, it has a significant impact on decreasing accidents and traffic congestions. Besides, it supports a wide range
of applications, such as providing traffic management with real-time data for responding to road
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congestions [2]. Another advantage of VANET can
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find a better path to access real-time data by sav-

all cryptography systems [8].

Meanwhile one of

ing fuel and time and has wonderful economic and

the weaknesses of asymmetric key cryptosystems is

safety benefits. Nevertheless, road safety is the pri-

spent on a great measure of computing resources,

mary goal of these networks [3]. VANET contains

bandwidth, and capacity, which may be obtainable

three main components namely, trusted authority,

in many scenarios of VANET. Therefore, many re-

constant roadside unit (RSU), and on-board units

searchers have supported to improve other meth-

(OBU) equipped on the moving vehicles. The ve-

ods [9–11]. Quantum cryptography is one of these

hicles are linked to each other (V2V) or with the

efforts that utilize the Quantum concept rules for

Road Side Unit (V2R) by single hop or multiple

sharing a secret key. It has been attracted in nu-

protocols over the vehicle network of the contract

merous applications, but it is still in early stages

[4].

and very costly [12].

Since accessing the medium in VANET is open, it

The employment of the physical randomness in-

is vulnerable to many attacks [32]. However, securi-

herent in mutual wireless communication channels

ty is an important requirement in VANET. To pro-

is the next stage of the development for secret-key

tection VANET parts from attacks, many solutions

distribution. When using the physical layer (PHY)

have been proposed to afford security requirements

for secret key extraction, there are important prop-

against security attacks in VANETs. However, se-

erties of a radio signal that must be considered,

cret key distribution and the basic establishment

which are: (the exchange of radio wave propaga-

between legitimate vehicles are the most significant

tion, the chronological differences of the radio chan-

part for all of them, and they are a common re-

nel and the place alternatives) [13, 31]. There is

quirement and challenge to giving secure commu-

strong relationship between Quantization schemes

nication between vehicles [5–7]. Most of those so-

and the channel characteristics, used as sources of

lutions rely on cryptography and hash functions as

randomness for secret keys generation [14]. The

a security technicality. Typically, asymmetric key

most general channel factors used to estimate are

cryptosystems, such as (Diffie-Hellman and RSA)

Received Signal Strength (RSS), Channel Impulse

are the most famous techniques for sharing a secret

Response (CIR) and phase. RSS is the most com-

key in many communication systems. Owing to the

mon method since its value is obtainable in all out

problem of key distribution between the legitimate

of- the-shelf transceivers on a frame basis; therefore,

parties which face the hash functions and cryptog-

reducing design and implementation costs.

raphy, particularly symmetric key cryptosystems,

values are linked with space, and the entropy is sig-

although it is the faster and reliable one between

nificantly affected [15]. by the movement of the
2

RSS

nodes and middle entities, revealing sensitiveness

RSS values to find a shared secret key. For iden-

against prognostic and active attacks [16, 17]. In

tical readings, legitimate vehicles should perfectly

order to develop a secret key extraction approach

amount RSS values at the same time [18–20]. While

suitable for VANET, we depend on the strengths of

standard commercial wireless transceivers have one

the technique of the current methods suitable for

orientation and cannot send and receive signals at

VANET that uses a lossy quantize in combination

the same time, they should measurement the ra-

with information reconciliation and privacy amplifi-

dio channel in one orientation at a time. However,

cation. In this paper, we took advantage of the ran-

as long as the time between two directional chan-

domness natural of the wireless channel to supply

nel measurements is very short compared to the

secrecy for the key interchange method by applying

channel cohesion rate, we will get identical RSS es-

Received Signal Strength (RSS). The rest of the pa-

timates. The proposed method applied to extract

per is organized as following. Section 2 presents the

the secret key between legitimate vehicles contains

secret key extraction approach. Section 3 presents

three main stages, as shown in Fig1.

the Secret key extraction steps. Section 4 displays
the simulation results and evaluation. Section 5
concludes the paper.

2. The SECRET KEY EXTRACTION APPROACH
We suppose that vehicles have a wireless channel to exchange messages, and they can register
the RSS readings of the replaced messages. The
two vehicles exchange some messages over the wireFig. 1: The main stages of the extract secret key
between legitimate vehicles.

less channel and register the RSS readings of each
message in order to extract a shared secret key between them. The third side cannot discover any
information about the key. We reflect the passive

3. KEY EXTRACTION STAGES

attack sample, where the adversary knows about
3.1. Quantization

the method. The legitimate vehicles amount the
differences of the wireless channel by transfer sen-

Quantification is the process of determining a

sors to each other and computing the analytical

separate value from an area with potential values
3

both sender and receiver.

for each derived sample. The number of potential
values relies on the number of bits utilized to encode

Currently, quantization approaches utilizing a

each sample [21]. In general, quantitative measure-

higher and a lower threshold drop on all the pat-

ment is obtained founded on particular threshold-

terns which lay among these thresholds [24]. There

s. Various options for thresholds and their number

are many of the RSS reading information which are

represent substantial variation between these quan-

dropped, as shown on Fig. 2. These dropped pat-

tities. Ordinarily, quantization methods are classi-

terns are damage of useful information that can be

fied into two main classes which are namely: the

applied by legitimate vehicles to create secret bits

lossless and lossy (scalar quantization and vector

and also product in passive employment and deple-

quantization). The previous generates a great rate

tion of resources the wireless channel because addi-

production bit current though it does not drop any

tional probes are required to be replaced.

bits. Nevertheless, employ privacy amplification to
raise the uncertainty related by the bits [22].
As several packets are exchanged between two
legitimate vehicles, each of them gathers a time sequence of measured RSS. Then, each node quantizes its time series to generate an initial secret
bit sequence The proposed quantize takings of the
RSS measurements and regulates them into block
Fig. 2: Two quantization levels using higher and
lower threshold drops.

of size NP and computes thresholds. One of the
legitimate vehicles starts the key extraction procedure. The sender saves indexed transmission probes

We assume the distance between two vehicles Ini-

to the receiver vehicle, which directly responds to

tiator and Responder(I,R) is DIR , the distance be-

receiving through acknowledgments (ACKs). The

tween Initiator and adversary (I,E) is DIE , and the

probes and ACKs are made as short as possible to

distance between responder and adversary(R,E) is

be exchanged within the coherence time since this

DRE as depicted in Fig. 3, and that the recorded

will decrease the Information Reconciliation load

reading of (I,R, E) are respectively represented by

[23]. Legitimate vehicles reflect the block of serial
measurements of the size NP . The volume of NP

DI = [a1 , a2 , a3 , . . . aNP ]

(1)

DR = [a1 , a2 , a3 , . . . aNP ]

(2)

depends on the wanted key size. The RSS reading
of received packets and their indexes are register by
4

DE = [a1 , a2 , a3 , . . . aNP ]

(3)

The legitimate vehicles generate their initial bit

The measurements collected by content the con-

Fig. 4: The quantization levels in the proposed
approach.
Fig. 3: System model for a secret key generation
system.

streams by extracting two bits for each RSS dimension, conditional on the level intermission in

dition of Eq.4 for probes transfer by (P ) during

which the RSS dimension leaves and rendering to

coherence time (CT ).



ra 
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the quantization rules explained in Table 1. The
Table 1: Quantization Rules

(4)

bits
00
01
10
11

Thus, one obtains

µ=

NP
1 X
DI
NP 1

measurement(r)
r ≤ q1
q1 < r ≤ q2
q3 ≤ r < q 4
r > q4

(5)

where µ is the average of the random RSS readings,

purpose is to extract a key without a large num-

NP is the number of probes, while DI is the set of

ber of drop information, in additional high entropy,

RSS readings from the initial side (I).

high bit rate, and sensible randomness. Due to the
coherence time being too short, the goal is to re-

q1 =

1
(µ + max(DI ))
2

duce the lasted measurements as possible to use

(6)

the most number of measurements. To realize this,
where q1 is the first quantization level, as shown in

we increase the number of samples and adjust the

Fig. 4

array of quantization levels to adapt to the normal
1
q4 = (µ + min(DI ))
2

(7)

distribution of the readings [5]. Using the above
5

method for finding qb2 , qb3 values may cause many

drops. Therefore, to adjust the levels and reduce
the number of drop readings, we use two methods.
Firstly, by using level adjustment values α1 , α2 for
finding q2 , q3 as follow:

q̂2 =

1
(α1 µ + q1 )
2

(8)

q̂3 =

1
(α2 µ + q4 )
2

(9)
Fig. 5: The normal distribution approach of the
quantization levels.

where 0 < α1 , α2 < 1.
Secondly, by adjusting the levels using the normal

3.2. Information Reconciliation

distribution of the readings between q1 , µ and the
In this stage, after quantization, due to noise and

average of the drops limit as,

interference, wireless hardware conditions and halfµ1 =

1
(q2 + q3 )
2

duplex natures of the channel, arise the variances

(10)

in between bit streams of legitimates vehicles. The
µ2 =

1
(q̂2 + µ1 )
2

(11)

information reconciliation technique used to decide
upon the same key to proper mismatch bits with-

Thus,
out any need to exchange some information on the
q2 = Rand [µ1 µ2 ]

(12)
channel that can be utilized by the attacker to de-

Similarly,

tect the extracted secret bits [25]. The existing soµ3 =

1
(q̂3 + µ1 )
2

lutions used for information reconciliation are either

(13)

error adjustment codes or some communicating inq3 = Rand [µ1 µ3 ]

(14)
formation reconciliation procedures. In this study,

The quantization levels in our approach will follow

we applied Cascade [26], which is a two-method in-

the normal distribution of the measurement read-

formation reconciliation protocol. Employing the

ings and the fine adjustment of q2 and q3 will de-

Cascade approach, one side provides the bitstream

crease the number of drop readings, while the aver-

randomly, splits it into small blocks and sends vari-

age RSS value is dropped out of the RSS measured

ation and consistency information of each block to

because it can be a predictable function of space,

the other side.

as shown in Fig. 5

stream, gaps it into small blocks, computes, and
6

While other side offers his bits

checks if the equality of the blocks correspond or

bit symbol for each interpretation rendering to it-

not. For each block whose equality does not corre-

s position inside the quantization levels, thus that

spond, the other side implements a double search

the lastly extracted key from the bit stream is real-

to discover whether a small number of bits in the

ly strong. Privacy amplification alleviates problems

block can be altered to create the block corresponds

that may occur during the information reconcilia-

to the equality information. These stages are re-

tion stage. Such as remove or alteration portions

peated many times pending on the chance of at-

of the bit stream, and an adversary cannot use this

tainment becomes upper than a required threshold.

information to deduction parts of the extracted key.

The bit streams are missed, and the key extraction

Moreover, the created bits could have some succes-

method is resumed by measuring new RSS rates. S-

sive connected bits and have a small entropy rate

ince the information reconciliation is a probabilistic

[7].

method, it sometimes may fail [27]. Hence, correct

Firstly, in order to raise the randomness and mix

selection to the number of passes and the block size

of the extracted bits, we use a double arrangement

significantly decreases the failure probability.

of Markov chain to solve the dependency problem in
the quantized bits and to alter the bit stream series

3.3. Privacy Amplification

[20]. The number of states equal [s0 , s1 , s2 , s3 ] by

Privacy amplification is a necessary stage in post-

four subs-sequences consistent to a special Markov

processing, which is used to extract the final secret

case, because we have used binary order Markov

keys from the identical altered keys between legiti-

chain. Every bit in the stream is changed by new

mate vehicles [28]. The vehicle needs to probe the

bits (Cbs ), which depend on the previous binary bits

channel just once through its coherence time in or-

(Pbs ) in the streaming series and the present value

der to find independent channel measurements. In

(Cbs ) of the envisioned bit. That is meant by three

VANET, it is very hard to approximation the co-

bits rendering to its present value, and it is previous

herence time of a channel, owing to mobility and

binary bits, the value of (Nbs ) is envisioned show in

the incidence of random movements produced by

Table 2.

entities in the environment [29]. Consequently, in
the tested RSS data, a bit and the sequential bit

Secondly, to find the stable length and low out-

are possibly connected since the two consistent RSS

put from lengthier input streams, and to gain a high

measurements happening within the same coher-

entropy rate, the legitimate vehicles use a global

ence period. We need another technicality to de-

hash function. Most of the general methods used

crease the connection between subsequent bits, al-

for privacy amplification are founded on the left-

though our quantization method usages dissimilar

over hash lemma, as a well-known technique to ex7

Table 2: Two Order MARKOV Chain According to the Status of the Previous Bits
to Get the New Bit
State
s0
s1
s2
s3

(Pbs )
00
00
01
01
10
10
11
11

(Cbs )
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

the simulation program, we mounted and path the
worth of the coherence time. We sent the probes
and logged the RSS values using two styles. One

(Nbs )
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

during the coherence time and the other after we
finished the coherence time.
We reflect measurements for ten tracks over dissimilar molds, making ten datasets, these readings
are for the establishment of the secret key, which
profits through a few seconds during the transmis-

tract randomness from inadequate random sources

sion process. Additionally, we record these readings

[28]. Each legitimate vehicles get the last secret key

along with their consistent mode (drop and useful)

bits of size(m)through calculating the hash value

and directories to create more analysis on them, in

hP,Q (x), giving to Eq.15.

order to evaluate the offered approach and compare
it with other alternatives and examine its suitability

hP,Q (x) = (Px + Q) mod ((Pm ) mod (m)) (15)

for vehicular networks. Each of our RSS measurements is quantized to produce one or more bits de-

4. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

pending on the quantization scheme and forms the
4.1. Simulation and Arrangements

basis for key extraction. We used these datasets

There are some assumptions we have to make.

as an input to the quantization procedure, for each

Before implementing our Mat lab program, we have

run of the program. We implement a Mat lab func-

to explain the communication environments of two

tion to achieve the quantization method rendering

moving vehicles in city situations. Initially, we cau-

to the quantization rules and utilizing the above

tious the requirement of IEEE802.11p for communi-

registered RSS values [31]. It excerpts bits from

cation among vehicles. Then, we utilized a Rayleigh

the un-dropped reading and computes the total of

fading channel plus additive Gaussian noise to sig-

extracted bits as well as the amount of drop RSS

nify the communication channel conduct [30]. We

reading for each quantization technique. We ap-

used dissimilar values of rapidity ranged from 20

plied the created bits streams of the two vehicles

to 60 km/h for each vehicle. Utilizing these loca-

to evaluate the mismatch bits rate, secret bit rate,

tions, we sent numerous probes that have randomly

and the initial entropy rate. The mismatch rate is

created contents plus preambles among the two ve-

the ratio of the number of bits that do not match

hicles, through a rate of 160 probes per second. In

between legitimate vehicles to the number of bits
8

extracted from RSS quantization, while secret bit

values, we noted the number of droops in quanti-

rate is the rate number of secret bits extracted per

zation levels with adjustment. Besides, when we

composed measurements [6, 23].

make the normal distribution of the measurement
readings and the fine adjustment of the measure-

4.2. SIMULATION RESULTS AND EVALUA-

ment readings and the fine adjustment of q2 and

TION

q3 we reduce the number of the drop readings as

The major issue of the security of the proposed

shown in Fig. 7. Moreover, we entered ten various

method is those measurements which are composed

datasets and quantize them utilizing two, four levels

by legitimate vehicles and the adversary are com-

without adjustment with our quantization method.

pletely different and random and linked to their

Then we calculated the secret bit rate and drop ra-

locations. We recorded the RSS measurements at

tio, as shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, The evaluation-

three sides within the coherence time of the chan-

s of these simulations are plain from those figures

nel. From the composed reading, we detected that,

that the drop ratio of the proposed quantization

the measurements at any two sides are nearly simi-

outperformed than others, as well as the secret bit

lar, while they are significantly different in the third

rate is very high.

side (adversary vehicle), as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7: The impact of quantization levels on the
number of dropped measurements.

Fig. 6: The RSS reading of the signal between
legitimate vehicles and the third adversary vehicle.
to IEEE 802.11p, the multipath, noise, and dis-

5. Conclusion

tance between two vehicles, as well as the inflection
method, greatly effects RSS readings. The impact

Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs) have

of quantization level on the amount of dropped RSS

great advantages and various goals on the road to
9

Fig. 9: The drop ratio of ten datasets using two
levels, four levels, and the proposed quantization.

Fig. 8: The secret bit rate of ten datasets using
two levels, four levels, and the proposed
quantization.
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